INNOVATION FOR THE WORLD
SOLUTIONS FOR YOU

WE INVEST IN OUR PIPELINE OF Innovation
rooted in strong customer partnerships

CREATE CUSTOMER VALUE WITH Tailored Solutions
by targeting some of the fastest growing global markets

SUPPORT CUSTOMER GOALS IN Sustainability
harnessing the strength of our people and global expertise

Operations

Organic Volume Growth

+100% v. PY
Adjusted EPS $1.12
Operating EBITDA

+100% v. PY

+7% in FQ1 2021

Deliver Organic Growth

+4% Consumer Packaging (International)
+8% Consumer Packaging (North America)
+2% Engineered Materials
+15% Health, Hygiene, & Specialties

Innovation for the World

Sof-Flex® Ultra
Designed with sustainability in mind, with a 25% total material reduction and at a lower cost. A superior performance and comfort product with noticeable softness improvement and quietness.

Booster-S Sprayer
This new pre-compression, screw on, sustainable dispensing trigger pump sprayer includes: a modern design with complete customization capabilities, improved ergonomics, and is made from fully recyclable plastic components.

Biovantage™ Bioresin Film
Incorporates renewable-source polymer content with industry-leading softness and quietness. Partnered with Braskem to provide packaging made with 60% PE resin made from renewable-source polymer.

Green Wrapper Film
Made from renewable feedstock with a lower carbon footprint than conventional fossil fuel based PE. This line of films is made from up to 89% bio-sourced PE, enabling businesses to protect their products in a material made from the earth.

ISCC Certifications
Ensuring the traceability of recycled and bio-based polymers through the supply chain.

 berryglobal.com

“Innovation for the World
Solutions for You”

“...build and maintain our world-class, low-cost, manufacturing base, with an emphasis on key growth markets and regions, creating customer value. I'm very confident in our team's ability to meet our near and long-term expectations and commitments.”

– Tom Salmon, Chairman and CEO

Safe Harbor Statement | Our commentary may contain forward-looking statements, and Berry undertakes no obligation to update any such statements to reflect later developments. Factors that could cause actual results to vary materially from those discussed today are provided in our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and subsequent reports filed with the SEC.

Non-GAAP Measures | Includes some non-GAAP measures related to the company’s performance. The reconciliation of those measures to the most comparable GAAP measures is available at our website ir.www.berryglobal.com.